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Wells goes for the Gold—and WINS!

WE DID IT! We were notified in late December that we successfully earned a Gold rating using the Sustainability
Tracking, Assessment and Rating System (STARS), a program of the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in
Somewhat
Very Much
Higher Education (AASHE), the professional organization for collegiate sustainability practitioners and educators.
Strongly
The STARS system was developed by higher education sustainability professionals to
reflect the comprehensive and complex nature of campus sustainability. The STARS
assessment system is constantly reviewed and updated by institutional sustainability
pros to incorporate new areas of sustainability impact and to acknowledge “best in
class” sustainability efforts. Wells first used the STARS system to evaluate our progress in February 2016; we earned a Silver rating at that time, which was widely
In November, Sustainability
acknowledged as quite an impressive feat for a relatively new campus sustainability
Perspectives series presenter effort. This time around, we reviewed our program using the newer, even more rigNancy Jacobson of the Peoorous, version 2.1 of the STARS system. There are still four major categories of asple’s Climate Lobby introsessment: Academics, Engagement, Operations, and Planning & Administration, within
duced us to this new climate which there are 62 different reporting areas for which we needed to collect data and perform analyses. We
commitment. Shortly after- earned credit in the new category of Exemplary Practice for our Pay Scale Equity. We improved in a number of
ward, President Jonathan
different areas, but what put us over the top to earn our STARS Gold rating were the credits we earned for four
Gibralter signed Wells Col- sustainability-related Innovations: the Sustain-a-Cell educational project between Biology prof Christina Schmidt and
lege on to this campaign
the Center for Sustainability; the Wells College Seed Exchange, a collaboration between the Center and Long Licreated by The YEARS Probrary; our Career Clothing Exchange program, an initiative of the Center for Career Services and Experiential
ject and Our Climate to esLearning; and Wells’ active participation in the development of the CNYSolarize municipal aggregated solar project
tablish a price for carbon
(see more page 3). Achieving this Gold STARS rating was very much a team effort, requiring more sustainability
pollution. Putting a price on thinking and practice by everyone in our campus community. Earning this Gold STARS rating puts us in elite comcarbon makes fossil fuels
pany: only 100 institutions have earned this accolade, and fewer yet certified using the newest STARS version 2.1.
like coal and oil more exWells joins such Gold-rated sustainability leaders as Arizona State University, Cornell University, University of
pensive, encouraging people Vermont, and SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry. “We be runnin’ with the big dawgs now!”
to switch to cheaper forms
of energy like wind and soSpring Sustainability Speakers
lar and further help reduce
Each
semester,
we
program
a
robust
series of educational activities around sustainability-related topics for
emissions that contribute to
our
campus
community;
all
these
events
are free, open and advertised to the general public.
global climate change.
February 5 Sustainability Perspectives: Sustaining Culture to Sustain the Community:
The Case of Easter Island
In this issue:
12:20PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
Out and About….
2
Carl Lipo, professor of Anthropology, Binghamton University
Inside thisLearn
issue:
Students
by Doing
2 Pamela Mischen, associate professor of Public Administration, Binghamton University
The pair debunk the myth of Easter Island as a classic case study of societal and environmental collapse due
Photo Clips
2 to unsustainable development and natural resource abuse.
Pitch Session
3 February 6 Sustainable Business: The Transformative Impacts of ReUse
7:00 PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
2018 Seed Exchange Opens
3 Diane Cohen, executive director, Finger Lakes ReUse
This cupboard is not bare...
3 ReUse provides supply chain feedstocks for businesses and affordable materials for people in need,
while creating opportunities for local citizens including employment pathways, skill-building, skillA Powerful Partnership
3 sharing, and living wage jobs. The Sustainable Business speaker series is a collaboration between the Center for
Sustainability and the Sullivan Center for Business and Entrepreneurship.
Puttin’ it where the sun does 3
February 12 Sustainability Perspectives: Preservation: How History Sustains Us
shine
12:20PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
Scrapin’ up compost support 3
Andrew Roblee ’11, cultural resources specialist, Environmental Design and Research
Historic preservation not only preserves memory and place, but encourages environmental sustainCasting things in a good light 3
ability, urban revitalization, rural space protection, and repurposing of vacant properties.
Muggin’ it
3 February 19 Sustainability Perspectives: Climate Change, Careers in Green Building, and What
More You Can Do
Spring Sustainability Speakers, 3
12:20PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
continued from page 1
Ian Shapiro, trainer for the Climate Reality Project and founder, Taitem Engineering
Center presentations
4 Climate change is already happening. Come hear the latest update from Al Gore’s Climate Reality Project,
Upcycling workshop
4 learn about green building careers and what you can do at school/work.
continued on page 4
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Academics

We l l s pr ing

Out and About ...

Students Learn By Doing
In February, alumIn December, students in Professor Jackie Schnurr’s
na Katie Sweeney
Kaitlyn Schwend
Advanced Ecology class presented their semester-long
‘15, one of our
‘18 and Caitlin
research projects. Students learned about scientific
first sustainability
Lawrence ‘20
research methods and lab and field techniques by
minors who now
(below) teamed up
developing a hypothesis related to a campus ecology
works for the
to explain their
issue and undertaking a research project to test that
Ithaca Area Wastewaster
amusingly titled
theory. Part of their assignment was to prepare and
Treatment Facility, returned
poster, “Got Bird
present a poster in an open session. Among these:
to deliver a Science Colloquium
Poop?” exploring
Tessa Hopt ‘18 and Mike Szarowski ‘18 carried over how birds help disperse
on “Microplastics in Cayuga
some of their 2017 summer research into the locally invasive plant seeds.
Lake”. She spoke about the
invasive species Pale Swallowwort to follow new
increasing problem of water
Others studying animal
avenues of study about
pollution from these tiny parecology included Jenthis plant that infests too
ticles of non-biodegradable
nifer Roberts ‘18, who
much of our campus.
plastic that may be eaten by
looked at microhabitat
small fish, thus making their
preferences of small
way into the lake’s food web.
mammals (below), and
Katie outlined some of the
Conor Dunham ‘18
complex and expensive methwho studied how huOther students studying
ods used to separate out mimans impact the foragpale swallowwort include
croplastics in order to identify
ing habits of local aniCaitlyn Smith ’18 (below)
their composition. Of new
mals (below).
concern is the plastic microfibers shed by synthetic fabrics
and the team of Kira
like fleece.
Hoffman ‘19 and Morgan
Cameron Davis ‘19
A proposal submitted by an
and Annabelle Lee ‘18
interdisciplinary team of Wells Weigel ’18, who studied the
impacts
of
light
on
the
plant.
investigated the impact
faculty was accepted for
of caddisfly larvae on
presentation at the Fourstream algae (below).
teenth International Conference on Environmental, CulAngela Paul ‘18 studMany class particitural, Economic & Social Susied symbiotic relationpants were natural
tainability. The conference
ships between pale
science students, but
was held in mid-January at the
swallowwort and
even non-scientist
Cairns Institute at the James
buckthorn, another
Mariah Thurston ‘18
Cook University in Cairns,
locally invasive plant.
Australia. Kent Klitgaard, pro(presenting to
fessor of economics and susDr. Schnurr)
tainability, Milene Morfei, pro- Zach Simone ‘18 and Curtis
was
proud
Davis
‘19
teamed
up
to
look
fessor of psychology and susof her study
at the influence of the pair of
tainability, Laura McClusky,
of impacts
invasives: buckthorn and pale
professor of Sociology, and
of soil pH
swallowwort
on
soil
characCenter director Marian
on tree
teristics (above right).
Brown proposed a joint talk
seedlings.
titled, “Sustainability Education From Teaching SustainaPHOTO CLIPS: From Nov. 3 – Dec. 10, the String Room Art Gallery mountbility to Creating a Sustainable
ed an exhibition by award-winning artist Jozef Bajus, whose work is characterProgram: A Case Study from
ized by exquisitely-rendered structural interventions in found and cast-off mateWells College, a Small Liberal
rials such as books, tar paper, personal correspondence, and remnants of manuArts College in the United
factured leather and felt. The works ranged in scale, from small folded-paper
States.” With additional travsculptures to a suspended installation spanning the Gallery's main space.
el funding through the EnErnie Olson’s Anthropological Experience in Hawai’I class pose in a Hawai’ian sweet potato field during their
deavor Fund, professor
January term study abroad. The class learns about the culture and ecology of the
Klitgaard was able to attend
islands and the environmental and societal impacts of development and tourism.
the conference and present
At the Internship Fair in December, Chris Marcellus
on behalf of the team. At that
‘19 (left) explained his work with the King Ferry Misame conference, Kent also
grant Farmworkers Program. With Psych professor
presented a paper titled
Deb Gagnon, Chris delivered ESL classes and health
“Teaching the Unthinkable:
education to these temporary laborers who arrive to
Climate Change, Resource
harvest fall field crops like sweet corn and cabbage.
Quality, and Debt.”
This newsletter is printed on 30% post-consumer-recycled-content paper; please be sure to recycle when you finish reading it .

Operations

Wellspring

Pitch Session

Wells was one of only a few institutions
invited to present our idea to convert our
steam boiler plant to accept liquid biofuel.
Held at the end of the State of NY Sustainability conference in November, this invitational “pitch session” allowed us to present
to experts from NYSERDA and receive
feedback on our project. Along with the
boiler conversion, we proposed creating a
“green room” in each residence hall to
demonstrate energy efficiency and energy
conservation technologies, with trained
occupants leading room tours and offering
peer education to fellow residents. Based
upon the reviewers’
feedback, we submitted a modified
funding proposal to
NYSERDA’s REV
Campus Challenge.

A Powerful Partnership

Wells was invited by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to join their Green
Power Partnership, created to advance the
American green power market and the
development of renewable electricity
sources. The Green Power Partnership provides technical assistance and public recognition to companies and organizations that
use green power. Partners commit to use
green power for all, or a portion, of their
annual electricity consumption. We were
invited because we purchase 100% windgenerated
electricity
through
our supply
contract.

2018 Seed Exchange Opens

In November, we contacted and solicited
donations of flower, herb and vegetable
seeds from over 50 North American seed
companies. Boxes and mailers of seed began
arriving in December, and by the time our
Seed Exchange opened to the public in midFebruary, we had received just shy of 2,000
packets of seed from two dozen companies.
The donated seed value exceeded $5,500!
This exchange is hugely popular with local
gardeners; typically, more than 150 obtain
seed from us. We also make seed available
to growers, including produce vendors at
the Aurora Farmers
Market, and to area
teachers like Cornell Cooperative
Extension of Cayuga
County’s nutrition
educator.
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This cupboard is NOT bare...

The Campus Food
Pantry opened in
late fall to provide
additional food access to students,
faculty and staff who
may at times be
“food insecure”.
Housed in Cleveland 107, the food pantry was the brainchild of senior Stacey Eddy. The pantry
recently added a refrigerator so they can
now accept cold and frozen items. If you
are interested in donating items to the
Campus Food Pantry, note that all foods
must be within date (not expired), unopened, and in its original packaging.
Donations may be dropped off during pantry hours or by special arrangement; contact: @WellsCollegeFoodPantry

Puttin’ it where the sun does shine
Our proposed solar project is still moving forward despite some “bumps
in the road”, like the unfortunate 30% tariff on imported solar panels
levied by the Trump administration in late winter. We hope to be able to
share more information on the status of the project in the spring newsletter. A recent change from the New York Public Service Commission
may enable us to increase the size of one of the two proposed arrays to better match our
electricity load; our original plan was to provide 75% of our power through electricity generated on college-owned property—we might now be able to get closer to 100% with this
change. The selected project contractor, Abundant Energy, has been conducting site reviews
and preparing environmental impact assessments in order to obtain zoning approval from
the respective municipalities in which our two proposed installations will be sited. This
aggregated municipal solar project has been a long-term, highly complex endeavor, overseen by the Central New York Regional Planning & Development Board, with financial support
from NYSERDA and the Department of Energy. The goal of this centralized project is to
catalyze up to 40MW of solar-generated energy for over two dozen participating municipalities in five Upstate NY counties—this would be the largest such effort in North America to date. Wells is the only private, non-municipal partnering organization in the mix.

Scrapin’ up compost support

Casting things in a good light

Hallmark Dining, our new campus food
service operator, made some changes in
the physical layout of the Main Dining Hall
dishroom before starting operations in
January, but they retained the separate bin
for compostables separation and collection.
Under the leadership of general manager
Mark Robinson, Hallmark is also working
to reduce other sources of potential contamination of the compostable waste
stream in the dining hall (e.g. individual
coffee creamer pods) and in The Well.

Facilities upgraded the lighting in the Macmillan lobby, exchanging old incandescent bulbs
in those historic fixtures with far more energy-efficient LED lamps. LEDs use about 80%
less electricity than comparable incandescent
bulbs and, in this case, the new bulbs deliver
a better quality of light than the old ones did.
Incandescents generate a lot of heat; as bulbs
were replaced in wall sconces, some damage
to painted surfaces was noted from the old,
super-hot
bulbs. LEDs
last much
longer, too, so
Facilities staffers shouldn’t
have to replace these
puppies anytime soon!

Muggin’ it

We are so pleased with all
the ways in which our community has encouraged use
of reusable containers. The
GRIND partners with us to redeem
GOTCHA cards, given to those spotted
using reusable containers. The GRIND and
the Well both discount beverages sold to
those using their own container. Weekly
Tea Time attendees get free coffee if they
present their own mug. Faculty Club organizers remind attendees to bring their own
drink container. At the December Faculty
meeting, Mariah Thurston ‘18, Community
Court chair, presented her committee’s
end of the semester report. Both fall Tea
with CC sessions, open Q&A opportunities
with the committee, encouraged participants to bring their own mug to get a free
beverage at the GRIND.
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Outreach

Sustainability is a decision-making framework for continuous improvement that mindfully
takes into account the social, environmental, and economic impacts of our choices.

Spring Sustainability Presentations
continued from page 1

Center for Sustainability
and the Environment
Marian Brown, Director
Wells College
170 Main Street
Office: 213 Zabriskie Hall
Aurora NY 13026
Phone: 315-364-3304
E-mail: mbrown@wells.edu or
sustainability@wells.edu

We’re on the Web:
www.wells.edu/sustainability
Wells Center for
Sustainability and
the Environment

@Wells Sust Center
Marian Brown, director of the
Center for Sustainability, was accepted to present “Repairing Our
Foodshed” at the State of NY
Sustainability conference in early
November. Her talk covered the
three strategies Wells developed
to address our local “food desert”: the Aurora Farmers Market;
the Wells College Seed Exchange
that supports local gardeners and
food growers; and the FOOD
201 Introduction to Gardening Class,
which employs a team-taught
format to educate Wells students
on how to grow their own food.
In February, director Brown presented a concurrent session titled
“Finding the U in Sustainability”
for the 11th Annual Leadership
Conference at the College at
Brockport. This student development event invites Brockport
alumni to return to speak on various leadership topics.
Director Brown also reviewed
presentation proposals for the
2018 AASHE conference. She
evaluated nearly two dozen talk
proposals submitted in the areas
of Coordination & Planning, Curriculum, and Purchasing

February 21 Sustainability Film: Bag It: Is Your Life Too Plastic?
7:00 PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
Beyond plastic bags, join “everyman” Jeb Berrier as he explores our plastic world.
Feb. 26 Sustainability Perspectives: Making an Impact with Sustainable Supply Chains
12:20PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
Patricia Donohue, Sustainable Supply Chain Prog. Mgr, NYS State Pollution Prevention Institute
What are the elements of supply chain sustainability and a circular economy? Learn how to
reduce environmental impacts while being more resource efficient and reducing costs.
March 5 Sustainability Perspectives: Municipal Sustainability in Ithaca, NY
12:20PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
Nick Goldsmith, sustainability coordinator, City of Ithaca and Town of Ithaca
Learn about initiatives that led to Ithaca’s recent certification as a Climate Smart Community.
March 26 Sustainability Perspectives: Opening More Sustainable Doors (and Windows)
12:20PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
Deb Callahan ‘85, CEO, National Fenestration Rating Council
Learn about the NFRC’s work to provide objective ratings on the energy performance of
windows, doors, and skylights, and why more efficient doors and windows matter.
April 2 Sustainability Perspectives: Sustainability in State Parks
12:20PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
Michael Wise, director of energy and sustainability, New York State Parks
Fred Bonn, regional director, Finger Lakes Parks
Learn about making our public park system more sustainable, including the “greening” of its fleet.
April 9 Sustainability Perspectives: Roots and Fruits: The Foundations and Evolution
of a Sustainable School
12:20PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
Barb Post ‘78 and Alyssa Binns Gunderson, educators, Peachtown Elementary School
Peachtown, an exemplar of social, economic and environmental sustainability, has evolved to include
the logical next step in environmental sustainability with a zero waste program.
April 9 Visiting Writers series: Ghost Fishing: an Eco-Justice Poetry Anthology
6:30 PM Arts Exhibit Room (AER), Macmillan Hall
Melissa Tuckey, Ghost Fishing editor/poet, and contributing poet, Mukoma Wa Ngugi
This event is a collaboration between the Sustainability Center and the Visiting Writers series.

April 16 Sustainability Perspectives Sustainability and Our Food
12:20PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
Meg Lowe, Zainab Pixler and Andrew Greenwald, Syracuse University
How sustainable approaches to food can encourage human and planetary health.
April 23 Sustainability Perspectives: The Future of Reproductive Rights in an era with CRISPR
12:20PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
Jonathan Mills ‘18, sustainability major, Wells College
Our first sustainability major presents his senior thesis on the ethical questions raised by the
use of this gene editing tool to “pick and choose” their offspring’s characteristics.
April 30 Sustainability Perspectives: Long-term Changes in Mountain Ecosystems—
Human-Landscape Interactions
12:20PM deWitt Lecture Room, Zabriskie Hall 106
Jana Müllerová, Fulbright visiting scholar, Institute of Botany, Czech Academy of Sciences
Dr. Mullerova’s research specialty is vegetation ecology, focusing on interactions between
plants and their environment and human influences on vegetation and landscapes. Her appearance at
Wells is the result of a collaborative effort with faculty at Tompkins County Community College and
is made possible through the support of the Fulbright Outreach Lecturing Fund.
The Center for Sustainability and Wells Campus Greens teamed to offer an Upcycling
Workshop at the Aurora Masonic Center during Christmas in Aurora in December.
Participants could make unique cards using old magazine photos (see inset), create
folded paper gift boxes or origami bookmarks, or could customize old cartons into
nifty gift boxes. The Sustainability Center contributed a Green Goodie Basket filled
with more sustainable products to the silent auction fundraiser to support the ongoing restoration of the historic Aurora Masonic Center.

